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ABSTRACT:
This research paper examines four cases of teaching innovation that have been used mostly in France and that
make an intensive use of multimedia techniques. The proposed approach calls for the use of different multimedia
tools to overcome some of the shortcomings of current teaching methods, as they have been exposed earlier
(Lempereur, 2002a). It is important to expose needs that are not met by the usual methods and how multimedia
tools can fill this gap. A relevant use of multimedia innovations seem to help improve negotiation teaching,
especially to better bridge the gaps between theory and practice, simulation and reality, and to deal with multiple













Ce texte examine quatre cas d’innovations pédagogiques qui ont été utilisées principalement en France et qui
font un usage intensif des techniques multimédia. L’approche proposée en appelle à un usage des différents
outils multimédia pour dépasser certaines lacunes de méthodes pédagogiques courantes, comme elles ont été
exposées ailleurs (Lempereur, 2002a). Il est important d’exposer les besoins qui ne peuvent pas être satisfaits par
les méthodes traditionnelles et de montrer comment les outils multimédia peuvent aider à les satisfaire. Une
utilisation pertinente des innovations multimédia semble contribuer à une amélioration de l’enseignement en
négociation, en particulier pour combler le fossé entre théories et pratiques, simulation et réalité, et pour intégrer
des perspectives multiples qui sont nécessaires par exemple pour des négociations interculturelles.
MOTS-CLES :
Méthodes pédagogiques
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INTRODUCTION
Many of us wonder if the use of multimedia in the classroom is just a gadget, as part of a fashion for new
technology, or if it can really help teaching. This paper shows how a relevant use of multimedia may help
improve negotiation teaching, especially to better bridge the gaps between theory and practice, simulation and
reality, and to deal with multiple perspectives which are needed, for example, in cross-cultural negotiations.
1 The
proposed approach calls for the use of different multimedia tools according to various pedagogical needs that are
identified. Four cases pertaining to the use of multimedia tools are presented and some possible advantages are
illustrated. In some ways, multimedia tools may help in teaching negotiation more efficiently. In no way, these
innovative tools will address all the limits of traditional teaching tools that were previously recalled (Lempereur,
2002), but they may remedy some of their shortcomings. The four cases involve the use of simulated cross-
cultural email negotiations, of cross-cultural videoconferences, of a CD-ROM on negotiation and consultation
for public infrastructure, and of an extranet which has been developed to build a community of learning.
SIMULATED CROSS-CULTURAL EMAIL NEGOTIATIONS
Negotiation simulation across cultures is difficult in classes, as they tend to be  dominated by one culture. On the
contrary, intercultural exchanges can be made easier through the use of virtual communication. Several fruitful
experiments have been organized since 1997 between French and US students in two business schools (ESSEC
and the Kellogg School of Management at Northwestern University), in very close collaboration with Jeanne
Brett (2001) and several of her colleagues, including Karen Cates and Shirli Kopelman.
Teaching cross-cultural negotiations through simulation in an homogeneous group remains a challenge.
Organizing the transportation of an entire class to a foreign country – in April 1999, more than 30 Duke
Executive MBA students physically met with ESSEC counterparts for a course on international negotiation in
Paris – can be realized, but is an expensive option. If videoconferences of simulated negotiations remain costly,
using email as the medium is inexpensive, and nearly everyone can have access to email. Students actually
enjoyed it so much that in February 2001 the experiment was extended to 96 negotiation dyads with ESSEC
students, negotiating with their counterparts in the United States at Northwestern, in Japan at Keio University
with the help of Professor Tetsushi Okumura, and in Canada at York University with the help of Professor Steve
Weiss (See for their experience in cross-cultural research and teaching: Brett & Okumura, 1997 & Weiss, 2001).
The case which was recently used is the  Star case,
2 written by Stephen Goldberg (1997). It concerns the
regrouping of an old rock group for a possible new album to produce. The context is a bilateral negotiation,
where the two agents representing the two records company of the singers must try to find an agreement for the
production of the disk as well as its artistic direction, which must be realized by either company. The case is also
complicated by an ethical dilemma of one of the two representatives who knows that his singer is infected by
AIDS and will probably not be able to do any more albums in the future, whereas the other representative sees
some potential for a second disk.© “Innovating in negotiation teaching: Towards a relevant use of multimedia tools” 4
Realizing this simulation 1) through email and 2) across cultures, students stored experiential data that could not
have been captured by traditional face-to-face simulations. These data were discussed in a debriefing which was
complemented by a videoconference, as we will discuss in the next section. Participants had to fill out
questionnaires after the experience, in which they compared their experience of simulated face-to-face
negotiations with simulated email negotiations, using a scale from 1 to 5 (See annexes for the graphics 1 to 10,
and Ulijn & Lincke, 2002b).
Which key lessons did students learn from these email simulated negotiations? Technical difficulties (Graphic 1)
can sometimes make negotiation exchanges a nightmare, obliging students to wait until they could get the correct
address or an efficient connection, and often longer than they expected before they received an answer from their
counterpart (Graphic 2). They had to get accustomed to the fact that some students may not be as skillful as
themselves in the use of email. They needed to accept that time difference across cultures can be an obstacle for
exchanges, though it also allowed more time for reflection between messages (Graphic 3). They could read or
reread the message and take the time to decide how to answer in the most appropriate way. Many students also
found that the use of that medium altered their negotiation style (Graphic 4), though during the discussions it
was not clear how it did. It may be the case that students who tend to be more relational may not do as much
“schmoozing” as they would otherwise (Morris & Alii,  1998).  It is confirmed by the fact that a majority of
students thought that email tended to keep the relationship at a superficial level (Graphic 5). All in all, this type
of negotiation did not look easier or more difficult to practice than face-to-face interactions (Graphic 6), and did
not clearly make students more tense or more uncomfortable (Graphics 7 or 8). They did not agree at all that the
email medium increased the gap across cultures (Graphic 9). Indeed using email was a way of creating a link that
they appreciated, and non-English speakers thought to some extent that the mastery of language was less a key of
efficiency in email negotiations than in face-to-face negotiations (Graphic 10). They could consult a dictionary
much more easily than if they had to speak to their counterpart. 
This experiment was helpful to give students a better taste of reality. Their interaction took place through a
technological medium – email – that is more and more used in business in general, and even more in
international transactions. They could experiment a second dimension – cross-continental exchanges – that made
the study of negotiation globalization more palatable, too. How can one seriously believe, without risks of
reinforcing prejudices, that we could learn about international negotiations, and more broadly about diversity, if
no simulation at all is taking place outside a rather homogeneous class, which tends to be limited to one
nationality, with its own values and norms? Here, students were interacting with counterparts from other
countries. Moreover, these other students had followed their own class, with its own progression, prevailing
paradigms, cases, readings, etc. The whole experiment was asynchronous in that sense, too. Students did not live
in the same place, did not have the same negotiation clock, and had to deal with students who had another
negotiation professor, with his or her own agenda. Their natural clock was also different. They had to manage
their schedule outside the class interactions, in a more professional-like setting, and deal with technical
disturbances, when they occurred. The environment was more demanding on the student than it generally would
be in class and students had to depend more on themselves and be more patient. They were sometimes stressed
when the other side did not answer, angry with them, at this “other culture” which was not “professional”© “Innovating in negotiation teaching: Towards a relevant use of multimedia tools” 5
enough, “like them.” Partisan perceptions ran high. The story was also about our group, “our class” here, and
their group, “their class,” with all the collective identifications that accompany this distinction, and some
attributions about others. This way this cross-cultural email simulation was able to break with many limitations
that are attached to in-class usual simulations.
In a nutshell, the reality that students dealt with in the above-mentioned simulation was more collective,
sometimes more difficult, more professional, less static, less predictable in its organization, sometimes more
emotional, and anyway, more complex, intercultural, and not face-to-face. From this experiment, we can infer
many features that justify an extensive use in class of email simulated negotiations, in general, and across
cultures, in particular.
Before closing this section, I want to refer to another experiment of simulated email negotiations, through The
Offer, created by Sheila  Heen on a case written by Neil Shah (2001), and which is used in the negotiation
workshop at Harvard Law School. The simulation concerns a job seeker who is negotiating with two possible
recruiters, one of whom is unaware of the existence of the other potential employer. This simulation is played
across sections, so that many of the features that were underlined in the previous paragraphs and make email
negotiations real still apply, except those on intercultural exchanges. There is, however, one original feature of
that simulation that is worth mentioning. What makes often a negotiation difficult is a moving “BATNA” (best
alternative to a negotiated agreement, Fisher & Alii,  1981), as people in the course of the negotiation improve or
deteriorate their BATNA, as they shuttle from one possible partner to another in a close-to-auction structure.
This simulation in which one person negotiates with two people at the same time reproduces this characteristic,
and makes the interactions very realistic and dynamic, through external constraints, as it is very rarely the case in
the course of a simulation.
CROSS CULTURAL VIDEOCONFERENCE TO SHARE NEGOTIATION CONCEPTS
Like email, videoconference provides great teaching potentials across cultures. In February 1998, a simulation
was organized between ESSEC and Kellogg students, each dyad having one hour of videoconference time at
their disposal for the mock negotiation. Spending one hour of videoconference in a simulated negotiation across
the Atlantic brings, of course, the students closer to face-to-face cross-cultural interactions than email would.
Students showed a real interest in this exercise, and also understood the potential of videoconference in
international business. Though the experiment is less costly than transporting an entire class overseas, it remains
much more expensive than email – webcast may do better in that respect in the future. Costs are a barrier to
using it extensively as a teaching tool between students. Combined with email, it is however a great opportunity
for our students to become better aware of the technological continuum of negotiation communication (See
graphic 11, below), which exists today between the two traditional poles of written and oral negotiation
interface, between letters and face-to-face negotiations, and which multiplies the possible media that can be used
under different circumstances. In a context of globalization, students develop a capacity to move “virtually”
around the globe, without necessarily feeling obliged to travel “physically.” They are able to be creative and
selective in the use of the media at their disposal, according to the need or not for quicker exchanges, and for© “Innovating in negotiation teaching: Towards a relevant use of multimedia tools” 6
increasing social cues. Multinational corporations as well as governments, whose decision-makers are compelled
to negotiate in multiple countries all the time, still need to appreciate more carefully the interest of that
continuum, and of its available steps.
If videoconference can be used among students for the “doing” part of simulation, its potentials as a means of
communication are clearer for the “showing” and “telling” parts of teaching, i.e. the debriefing and the
theoretical summary at the end of a class (For “doing, showing and telling”, see  Lempereur, 2002). It can
increase teachers’ exchanges in a lively manner. Of course, lectures and conferences can be organized to bring
guests to the class, though it is not only costly in terms of traveling and accommodation, but also in terms of
time for the visitor. Videoconference has another advantage; it can work both ways. If managed well with the
time difference, you can have the “virtual visit” of your colleague from abroad in your class for your students to
learn from this instructor, but this colleague can also benefit from your virtual presence in his or her class. It can
be used for a simulation debriefing, as Jeanne Brett did with ESSEC after the 2001 cross-cultural email
experiment and as I did later with York students. Or it can be used in a more classical way for a lecture, as
William Zartman did in 1997, while attending a conference at ESSEC, with participants who were attending his
lecture at ESC-Lille with Patrick Audebert as a facilitator for the public’s questions (See Lempereur, 1998).
The videoconference is an incredible vector for exchanges among professors, and therefore an excellent way to
overcome many of the biases that each instructor nurtures as such, alone. If you are not trained in psychology,
you can be assisted for a debriefing session by videoconference by a specialist in the field, while you can bring
your expertise as a lawyer to him or her in the same simulation. Using videoconference is also an incredible
technique for ourselves as teachers and for our students to appreciate the different teaching styles across cultures.
An American professor will most likely favor the inductive method and a participatory discussion despite the
geographical distance between her and the students, while this Asian professor will project his powerpoint
presentation, while his students remain silent in the background, even when questioned. Watching the stylistic
differences illustrate the Western facilitator on one side, and the lecturer as an authority figure on the other side.
Whatever technique, I am accustomed to, as a student or a professor, the “other’s” technique tends to look weird,
sub-optimal, even inappropriate to the efficient teaching of negotiation. We also better comprehend cultural
diversity, as we see it live.
A videoconference debriefing of email simulated negotiations across cultures, when attended by students from
both sides, allows lively surprises, exchanges and readjustments, as the absence of social cues during the email
simulation is now partly overcome. When a student discovers for “real” his or her counterpart who was just
imagined before, and, for example, the actual reasons of the technical difficulties which were wrongly construed
Graphic 11
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as strategic delays, perceptions are considered for what they tend to be, partisan. This videoconference on
simulated email negotiations provided in this case a relevant reality check to reduce culture-centered biases. It
also increases the awareness of the differences that may exist across cultures. Finally, as technical problems may
sometimes arise in the use of videoconference facilities, there is a dose of realism that is accentuated here.
As shown, the use of videoconference for debriefing or for lecturing can therefore go hand-in-hand with email
simulations. When the email exchanges have taken place and are ready to be analyzed, a videoconference offers
its support as a complementary multimedia tool, fitting the virtual summoning of the right public of participants,
with its two sub-groups, and providing a forum for them to share their experiences.
Another feature starts emerging as we examine different multimedia tools that can be used in the context of
negotiation learning: there is a strong imperative to fit the right tool with the teaching challenge. Email simulated
negotiations cannot address by themselves all the pitfalls of some current negotiation teaching methods, but can
be very helpful in order to ensure a heightened realism to simulations. Videoconferences cannot help in every
matter of negotiation learning, but its assets are obvious to ensure a more pluralistic vision of concepts and
teaching.
A CD-ROM ON NEGOTIATION AND CONSULTATION FOR PUBLIC INFRASTRUCTURE
When Laurence de Carlo, professor at ESSEC’s Environment Department, and I created La Francilienne, a CD-
ROM on negotiation and consultation in urban planning (1999), for our respective classes in negotiation and in
participatory democracy, our major purpose was to combine the advantages of several teaching tools in one, so
that through the CD-ROM, students would benefit from a simulation, a case, and a manual, while being helped
for the drafting of their journal.
3 Let us examine each of these features in detail.
a.  A simulation.  The context of the simulation unfolds in a five-year period (1991-1995), where the
completion of one of the beltways around Paris (highway A104 between Cergy and Poissy) is hotly debated
between partisans of, and opponents to, the construction of the highway, with the various rebounding of
events, the story of which was divided in four different sequences to be simulated in turn. The simulation
unfolds in a 30-hour class for a group of 24 students. Through different passwords, that are communicated
individually to them, and progressively in the course of the class, students have access to the general
instruction of one of the four sequences of the exercise, and to the confidential instruction of one of the six
roles of each stage. Briefly, there are four times six roles available in the simulation, allowing the unfolding
of the story during the 30-hour class. Students do not negotiate electronically. The CD-ROM is rather
conceived as a gateway to information, like a paper simulation, helping participants prepare the actual
simulation that will take place in class with fellow participants. This gateway is, however, much richer than
a paper simulation.
-  Complex, unorganized and non-linear reality. For each sequence, through general and confidential
instructions, the participants learn about their role. The information is presented through different
channels. They are introduced to the general context through a first video sequence, a “TV journal,” that
presents the context, as well as through newspaper articles or video sequences on the spot with real© “Innovating in negotiation teaching: Towards a relevant use of multimedia tools” 8
actors, that will help participants be more in tune with the complexity of the situation. They will also
learn about their specific instructions through another video sequence, as well as through instruction
letters or faxes from their principal. The quantity of new information is substantial at each stage, and
participants, who are in many ways unable to know it all, must organize it themselves, and accept an
uncomfortable feeling of incomplete preparation. The advantage of a CD-ROM is that information can
be presented in such a way that participants can go back and forth from one type of instruction to
another, in a non-linear way, following the order that their reasoning finds structuring. They select what
appears to them to be the most relevant information for the negotiation to happen later in class.
-  Multi-steps, dynamic and historical reality. As the chronology is divided in four different sequences,
each student prepares each of them before class or in class through the CD-ROM, simulates it in class,
debriefs it with the instructor, reviews the theory, writes about it in his or her journal, and then goes to
the next sequence. The more time elapses in the class, the more participants are involved and
knowledgeable about the negotiation substance, and about its different actors. They are also obliged to
take into account how the reality evolves at each stage, despite how their past negotiated simulation
went. They are going through their own simulated dynamic in class with other participants, but when
preparing for the next sequence, they are sent back to the real events, discovering the way actual history
unfolded, and obliged to integrate its constraints.
-  Multiparty, multicultural and multi-perspectives reality. There are six different protagonists for each
sequence. For example, at a specific stage, among the partisans of the highway, there will be the
director of the ministry of infrastructure, the coordinating prefect, and a representative of the business
community; among the opponents, there will be a neighbor, and the mayor of a city that would be
crossed by the road; there may also be a member of the follow-up committee, who somehow plays the
role of a facilitator or of a mediator among the conflicting parties. Here we see multifaceted aspects of
culture which make the various actors in the simulation constrained personally or professionally in a
different way (Ulijn & Alii, 2002a; Ulijn & Weggeman, in press). If we examine their interactions, there
is even a confrontation of cultures between them, with a clash of specific worlds of legitimacy
(Boltanski and Thévenot, 1991): 
•  1) Industrial culture, with a focus on facts and technical expertise, and the fight for the appropriate
scientific solution; this culture and its values are prevailing for the technical expert, the engineer,
the representative of the ministry of infrastructure;
•  2) Government culture, with rules and regulations, and the fight for the solution that serves the
“general interest” of the public, like for the prefect coordinating the public consultation or the
mayor who needs to accommodate many different interests;
•  3) Business culture, with market expectations, the ease of goods circulation, and the fight for the
most economical solution, like for the representative of the business community;
•  4) Family and individual culture, with one’s quality of living at stake, as well as the value of one’s
property, and the fight for the defense of private rights and intimacy; with each neighbor afraid for
his or her house;© “Innovating in negotiation teaching: Towards a relevant use of multimedia tools” 9
•  5) Community culture, with mobilization around a theme and the fight for the best local solution, a
culture we find whenever the neighbors come together and whenever they are mobilized for a
common cause;
•  6) Procedural culture, with  the search for common ground, and the fight for a consensual solution,
as the mediator would try to promote.
Participants who have to simulate a meeting between six people have the time beforehand to meet
individually with others, and build a strategy with or without their help. Sometimes the group of six is
divided in two groups of three, allowing internal negotiations and coalition building. Moreover,
participants change roles from one sequence to another. In role allocation, the attribution of passwords
is such that students who played the role of an opponent to the highway in an earlier sequence in the
class for example, will play the role of  a partisan or of a neutral at a later stage. This shift increases
perspective-taking and mitigates the risk of partisan perceptions. During the course of the entire class,
students play at least once a partisan role on each side, and once the role of a neutral. Because
participants change roles from one stage to another, they start being more aware of the need for
empathy. If they are now the director of the ministry of infrastructure, and were before a neighbor, they
experienced what it was to have been a strong opponent to the highway, and tend to adapt more
efficiently to that new role. As the story is chronological, through the electronic passwords, when
moving from one sequence to another, participants are allowed access to earlier sequences of the CD-
ROM, to “archives” where they understand better why others held their positions, where they were
coming from.
b.  A case. As much as possible, the CD-ROM favors real documents for participants to prepare for each
simulation sequence. Though some roles have been adapted to fit each sequence and its teaching purpose,
the context has been kept as intact as possible. Though a simulation by role-playing takes place at each
stage, it is also debriefed by the professor and on the CD-ROM by providing the actual historical happening,
which constrains the next sequence. Three examples of real materials will be provided, which makes the
CD-ROM as much a case as a simulation.
-  Real documents for the debate support. Over the years, the construction company and the ministry of
infrastructure provided documents for the stakeholders to prepare for the city debates which took place
in the various cities that would be crossed by the would-be highway. Many of these documents have
been scanned for the CD-ROM and are available for participants to prepare for each stage of
consultation. These documents are far from perfect; sometimes, they are inaccurate or incomplete,
sometimes they cannot be understood by the average person, sometimes they are partisan, though using
a scientific rhetoric emphasizing the advantages of the highway and underestimating some of its
nuisances. The purpose of including these documents is also for participants to be critical of scientific
rationality and its use in persuasive strategies.
-  Video footage of demonstrations. Public consultations occur in a context of anger. Neighbors are upset
that a highway would “invade” their community. They are not necessarily opposed to the idea of a
highway, but would prefer it elsewhere, which is known as “NIMBY” (not in my backyard). We were
able to go and film demonstrations blocking the roads, showing that this negotiation happens in a
context where public opinion is ready to use all available means to pressure authorities and to block the© “Innovating in negotiation teaching: Towards a relevant use of multimedia tools” 10
construction. This footage increases the participants’ grasp on reality and helps them figure out more
clearly what the BATNA of each party may be. We also view the ambivalence of situations, which
ranges, for example, for the neighbors from the will to fight to resignation and acceptance of defeat.
-  Video interviews of actors. We also interviewed the main actors, in order to get close to their
understanding of the situation, and for each participant to get more easily into role in watching the
relevant video-sequence. They can identify with their views, and prepare more efficiently for the
simulation. After the facts, when they compare interviews on the CD-ROM, for example in debriefing
with the professor or at home in reviewing the images in the archives, they picture the relative
rationality of actors, how each tends to be entrenched in their vision of the reality, how each always
tends to be right and “the other” wrong, how these actors view each other, and how strong they see their
positions and arguments. Participants are able to look at the gap between some “nice” exchanges with
“creative” solutions they had in class, on one side, and the reality of deadlocks, absence of niceties, and
emergence of imposed solutions, with the least common denominator, on the other side. They notice the
gap between idealist prescriptions for simulations and realist descriptions of practices, which is
excellent for them and for us, as instructors, to work on a “gap theory” itself, and the way of
overcoming it, of bridging descriptive and prescriptive theories.
c.  A manual. The CD-ROM is not only a gateway to factual information to prepare for simulation and then to
debrief as a case, it also purports to be a gateway to conceptual information. The CD-ROM contains
multiple  theories that the instructor may use, or not, in class to illustrate such or such point that he or she
finds helpful in concluding a debriefing.
-  Progressive acquaintance. As passwords uncover the general and confidential facts progressively from
one sequence of the simulation to another, they also open up the concepts and tools, as a result of the
debriefings and summaries. A CD-ROM can deliver whatever materials, when they become relevant.
Why is that unfolding helpful? In general, there is a risk of biased foreknowledge. If students do some
advanced readings or have a copy of the Powerpoint slides at their disposal during a lecture, it takes
away the inductive discovery and can even make that teaching moment boring. On the CD-ROM, the
theoretical concepts are not available beforehand or à contretemps (at an inopportune moment), but
only after they have proved useful. They are at hand as a way to review the conceptual learning after
each sequence, and sometimes to prepare for the next one.
-  Multidisciplinary choice. Each sequence potentially contains more theory than the debriefing and
summary will ever be able to expounded. They are descriptive theories stemming from sociology,
political science, psychology, economics, communication theory, as well as some prescriptive theories
on process. North-American models, mostly based on psychology and economics, are complemented by
European models, based more on sociology and political science. If participants choose to, they can get
acquainted with more concepts than what the discussion has induced, provided that the instructors
encourage them on this path of diversity. A professor who is more interested in teaching mediation can
focus on the mediator’s roles and process steps. In the same sequence, a professor who is more
interested in teaching some features of complex negotiations may focus more on the negotiation
tensions. Whatever the teacher’s primary theoretical focus, the other perspectives are available for the
students to learn, as the other actors’ perspectives are. The CD-ROM offers more factual and conceptual© “Innovating in negotiation teaching: Towards a relevant use of multimedia tools” 11
information than will ever be treated in class; it extends learning after class, without ever replacing the
precious moment of interactions between students, and between the latter and the instructors. It also
creates a more organic link between each stage of the simulations and some relevant theories, in the
sense that they go hand in hand on the CD-ROM, according to the sequence at stake.
-  Descriptive/prescriptive complementarity.  Helping participants in their negotiation practice is the main
purpose of the CD-ROM. Hence, a purely descriptive approach would not have sufficed. At the same
time, each prescriptive theory that is proposed is suggested among several others, leaving room for
criticism and for alternative theories. Pluralism of solutions is not simply a motto within a single theory;
it is also a reality across theories, because no theory is proposed as the solution.
d.  A basis for their journal. Learning in the field of negotiation is a matter of exposing oneself to experiential
data through simulations and cases, and reflecting on them with theories from different disciplines in
discussions, it is also a matter of self-examination of one’s own practices in simulations and in real-life
situations. This self-reflection takes place in the journal, where participants analyze their own interactions
with others, determine which behaviors should be reproduced in the future, as helpful, and which ones could
be amended, as unhelpful. The CD-ROM contains a special desk, where participants can at any time collect
their own reflections, and save them on a separate disk. They can link facts and concepts to their own
involvement, and give their journal later to the professor, as their final assignment.
In one word, what probably makes this CD-ROM an interesting support in teaching is its unique capacity to be,
at the same time, a tool for simulations to prepare for a role-play, for cases to bridge the gap between role-play
and reality, for a theoretical manual that links doing and pluralistic thinking, and finally for the journal that
individually captures the doing, thinking, and reflecting of the whole experience. The CD-ROM realizes in a
lively manner this rare hybrid with the help of one single medium.
Some of the pitfalls that had been identified for usual teaching methods are addressed, as we suggested.
Closeness to reality is achieved by going back and forth between simulation and case. Reality is shown and
experienced roughly, through documents that are directly borrowed from the life of actors, and untreated for
integration on the CD-ROM. It is dynamic, through the multiplication of sequences, and complex, by the number
of actors and of documents. It is as professional as possible, in the sense that the real actors are the spokespeople
of roles; these actors may look “unprofessional” at times, when compared to theoretical advice, but this is also
part of reality. By reversing roles, from one side to the other, participants are asked to avoid solitary tendencies;
by shifting from one role of a private citizen to that of a regulatory authority, they are asked to understand
different cultures, and what it means to be part of, and represent, a collective entity, and the limits of that
representation, increasing awareness of principal/agent tensions (Pratt & Zeckhauser, 1985).
Helping the instructor in his or her difficult activity of transferring concepts to participants is also a main
purpose of the CD-ROM, by opening the available compass beyond one discipline, one single theory, be it
descriptive or prescriptive, European or North-American. If the final theoretical result may look like a
patchwork, and if it may lose in unity what it gains in diversity, this attempt is also an answer to overcome some
personal limitations, and some cultural or institutional biases, that would prevent the instructor from opening© “Innovating in negotiation teaching: Towards a relevant use of multimedia tools” 12
himself or herself to less known theories. The CD-ROM is also an invitation to go beyond what is taught, at each
stage, and after the class is over.
The only biases that remain mostly untouched by the use of the CD-ROM are those which deal with the style of
the teachers as such, who, through their interactions, model such or such negotiator during the debriefings with
students. Since the CD-ROM intervenes before and after class, and is hardly used during the discussions, it
cannot have much effect on the modeling part itself. The richness of available facts and theories at each stage
may even reinforce the teacher’s inclination for a facilitative style, a cooperative behavior in the conversation
with students, as well as an effective capacity for listening and assertion. Anyway, some of these features may be
at the core of many dominant theories, whatever the discipline the instructor originates from.
The only nuance in connection to the previous paragraph concerns the effects of the discrepancy that is present,
and even encouraged between simulation and case in the use of the CD-ROM. Distinctly, most paper simulations
do not refer to the actors’ course of action in the actual negotiation – they  fall short of the negotiation process
itself, for they intend to prepare for it – , and then, through the role play and the ensuing discussion, they end up
inducing theoretical concepts, without ever much challenge of reality and practices towards the concepts
themselves. Keeping the balance between simulations and cases at all times introduces, however, a permanent
challenge, a recurring tension between what the theory and the teacher says and shows, and what the field actors
indeed practice. The haunting case keeps reminding everyone of the gap between theory and practice. It is an
indirect challenge of the instructor as principled or balanced negotiator, because field actors often behave
without too many principles, and without balancing their assertion with empathy, their distributive claims
without looking for joint gains, far away from a problem-solving approach.
AN EXTRANET FOR A “COMMUNITY OF LEARNING”
The last multimedia tool that will be examined very briefly here has not been used so much so far, but has a
strong potential to deal with the shortcomings of the “involving, showing and telling” methods. When
participants are finished with the class, in general, the exchanges among them and with the professors are over,
too. This is a pity, since, in many ways, this particular moment when they go back to reality and try to practice
the theory they learned is crucial. It is a check on theory itself, that goes often unnoticed, and unreported. An
extranet, which is a private space on the internet, requiring a password for access, can be an answer to reply to
the lack of follow-up. It is only open to the alumni of a negotiation workshop, and beyond, to all the previous
classes, who were enrolled in a  similar training. As it simply requires an internet connection, it is easy to use,
from wherever one is in the world. It provides an incredible opportunity for teachers to virtually stay in touch
with practitioners, within forums of discussions. It creates a community of learning, of continuing education, that
is as valuable for the instructor and for the former participants. The former can improve theory, the latter
practice.
In an extranet, especially when it is kept alive by interested members of a community, practitioners can report
some of their daily negotiations, and explain in a common informed language, in which way they used the© “Innovating in negotiation teaching: Towards a relevant use of multimedia tools” 13
analytical frameworks that they were introduced to, how the available concepts worked and why, and also how
they did not work and why. An extranet is very helpful to better understand what I called the “third moment” in
the “theory versus practice” dynamic (Lempereur, 1998). The first moment is characterized by unreflective
practice of negotiation, where people are ruled by intuition. The second moment is covered by the negotiation
workshop when, through the methods we examined in this article, theory appears in order for practices to be
reflected upon, seized and complemented by descriptive and prescriptive concepts. Too often, after the second
moment, the link between participants and instructors is severed: theoreticians stop their job of teaching, and
practitioners stop their contacts with them. The third moment is characterized by informed practices,  because
practitioners go back to practice, with their theoretical background in surplus. It is a challenging moment, where
theory seems to work and not to work at the same time. A feedback of practitioners to their former instructors on
how the theory works is not only precious for teachers to reflect on the shortcomings in their theories, but for
them to prepare for the fourth moment of informed theories, that would better bridge the gap between theory and
practice. The more instructors know about the problems that practitioners encounter in the practical
implementation of theories, the more instructors can refine theories themselves, nuance them, and shorten the
learning curve for the next participants.
The extranet is a highly valuable tool for knowledge management, as it builds itself in the doing, in the ongoing
exchanges between the former workshop participants and their instructor. During the third moment, it obliges
practitioners to go forward in a reflective manner. In their answer to the new challenges that are raised,  in the
fourth moment, it obliges theoreticians to go forward with a more relevant theory, that fits more and more
practice. These third and fourth moments are then so intertwined that theoreticians and practitioners do not stop
learning from each other.
Of course, what is described in the previous paragraphs could be realized during advanced negotiation
workshops or more informal meetings, where academics and professionals are brought together for further
discussions, “après que l’eau a coulé sous les ponts” (after the water ran under the bridge). An extranet can be
superior to physical meetings in some ways though, since it potentially builds a community of learning, without
ever severing the link between participants and instructors, keeping the dynamic of learning alive all the way,
without ever obliging anyone to leave their seat. When a practitioner has a point to make, she can make it at once
through the internet. Other practitioners can try to answer, as well as the “professional” theoreticians. These
exchanges can be viewed by the other members of the community of learning, who can confirm or invalidate the
practical challenging situation and/or the theoretical paths that were suggested to deal with it.
Through an extranet and its forums, reality bursts in roughly on all the members of the community of learning,
be it teachers or not. This irruption of reality is case-based and not simulated. It is often context-specific,
complex, dynamic, and hard to conceptualize. On one side, practitioners learn to formulate the questions that the
situation raises, away from anecdotal details. On the other side, teachers may customize their answers better,
without necessarily disposing of ready-at-hand theories. They act more like coaches in that respect. As they get
their feet wet, they lose part of their privileged status as facilitator. They are not asked detached theories, which
are vaguely connected to immediate reality, but practical answers, that may fail and be reported as such. In that© “Innovating in negotiation teaching: Towards a relevant use of multimedia tools” 14
context, teachers may be in doubt, speechless, mistaken even. They finally become equal members of the
community of learning, among others, renewing the system of trial-and-error and applying it to themselves and
their theories. Such leveling effect is concomitant with a heightened learning for everyone. Each  participant to
these forums  participates in the knowledge capitalization, and makes sure that time is a friend of continuing
education, and not its enemy.
CONCLUSION
Hopefully, after the data which were presented above, the use of multimedia tools will be viewed in a friendly
manner for their innovative contribution to the teaching of negotiation. They are of course no panacea. They
may, however, complement traditional teaching tools and have a great potential to deal efficiently with some of
their shortcomings. What was shown, in particular, is that one single multimedia tool is not the answer.
Sometimes email will help for some purpose, sometimes a CD-ROM may fit another purpose, and so it is for
videoconferencing or for the use of an extranet by a community of learning. The real challenge for us as
negotiation teachers in resorting to the multimedia is to find the matching of the goals we want to achieve in
teaching and the appropriate multimedia tool which will help achieve them. Moreover, no tool is so multi-
purpose that it will replace the crucial interactions among workshop participants, and between them and the
instructors. On the contrary, if there is some commonality across all the multimedia tools we examined, it is the
need to use them for the purpose of making these interactions more fruitful, and more theoretically relevant to
reality and practice.© “Innovating in negotiation teaching: Towards a relevant use of multimedia tools” 15
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NOTES
1 Special thanks to the members of IRENE, the ESSEC Medialab, the Program on Negotiation (PON) at Harvard
Law School, and the Dispute Resolution Research Center at Northwestern Kellogg Graduate School of
Management, that have contributed to many teaching experiments that are described in this paper. Special thanks
to Professors Jeanne Brett, Karen Cates and Shirley Kopelman from Kellogg, and to Arshad Bahl, Georgette
Harrell and Michael Scott Harrell, from the University of North-Carolina at Chapell Hill, who helped me in
debriefing the international email negotiations.
2 A revised version of Sally Soprano (Jacker, 1979) was used in an earlier experiment of cross-cultural email
negotiations.
3 A 1998 prototype of the CD-ROM was reviewed by Lawrence  Susskind, Professor at the MIT in Urban
Planning, at the IACM Washington Conference. His comments and suggestions helped significantly in clarifying
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APPENDIX
Graphic 1 Raised technical difficulty
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Graphic 5 Kept the relationship at a superficial level














Graphic 7 Increased the tension between the parties
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Graphic 9 Increased the misunderstanding
with someone from another culture
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